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Anticrossing and coupling of light-hole and heavy-hole states in„001… GaAsÕAl xGa1ÀxAs
heterostructures
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Heterostructures sharing a common atom such as AlAs/GaAs/AlAs have aD2d point-group symmetry which
allows the bulk-forbidden coupling between odd-parity light-hole states~e.g., lh1! and even-parity heavy-hole
states~e.g., hh2!. Continuum models, such as the commonly implemented~‘‘standard model’’! k•p theory
miss the correctD2d symmetry and thus produce zero coupling at the zone center. We have used the atomistic
empirical pseudopotential theory to study the lh1-hh2 coupling in~001! superlattices and quantum wells of
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs. By varying the Al concentrationx of the barrier we scan a range of valence-band barrier
heightsDEv(x). We find the following:~i! The lh1 and hh2 states anticross at rather large quantum wells width
or superlattice periods 60,nc,70 monolayers.~ii ! The coupling matrix elementsVlh1,hh2

ki50 are small~0.02–
0.07 meV! and reach a maximum value at a valence-band barrier heightDEv'100 meV, which corresponds
to an Al compositionxAl50.2 in the barrier.~iii ! The coupling matrix elements obtained from our atomistic
theory are at least an order of magnitude smaller than those calculated by the phenomenological model of
Ivchenkoet al. @Phys. Rev. B54, 5852~1996!#. ~iv! The dependence ofVlh1,hh2 on the barrier heightDEv(x)
is more complicated than that suggested by the recent model of Cortezet al., @J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B18, 2232
~2000!#, in which Vlh1,hh2 is proportional to the product ofDEv(x) times the amplitudes of the lh1 and hh2
envelopes at the interfaces. Thus, atomistic information is needed to establish the actual scaling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. The three classes of light-hole–heavy-hole coupling in
semiconductor heterostructures

Quantum states that belong to the same symmetry re
sentation mix and anticross in the presence of a perturba
The anticrossing effect on electronic energy levels of so
is often very significant, and includes the occurrence
‘‘band-gap bowing’’ in random alloys,1 band-gap narrowing
in ordered vs random alloys,2 saturation of impurity levels
with pressure,3 and ‘‘p-d repulsion’’ in II-VI ~Ref. 4! or
I-III-VI 2 ~Ref. 5! compounds affecting band offsets and sp
orbit splitting. Here we focus on the consequences of le
anticrossing in~001! semiconductor superlattices and qua
tum wells made of zinc-blende constituents. In the zin
blende structure the valence-band maximum~VBM ! is a
four-degenerateG8v state ~including spin-orbit coupling!,
while the conduction-band minimum is the twofold degen
ateG6c state. TheG8v contains light-hole~lh! and heavy-hole
~hh! components. The optical transitions lh→e and hh→e to
the first electron levele are allowed in the bulk and hav
isotropic polarization. When one forms a~001!-oriented
quantum well from zinc-blende components, there are th
different effects on the electronic states:~i! The zinc-blende
bands betweenG(000) andX(001) fold into ki50 of the
quantum well thus adding new states,~ii ! the reduced super
lattice symmetry fromTd can splitG8v , and ~iii ! the strain
arising from size mismatch can also splitG8v . This last ef-
fect is absent in lattice-matched components such as G
and AlAs. In GaAs/AlAs heterostructures effects~i! and ~ii !
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~15!/10364~9!/$15.00
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give rise to a series of hole levels hh1, lh1,hh2 . . . and
electron statese1,e2, . . . atki50.

Coupling exists between states of the same symme
This is decided as follows. Asinglezinc-blende~001! inter-
face hasC2v symmetry.6 If one forms a structurally perfec
quantum well from two semiconductors sharing one che
cal specie in common~i.e., a ‘‘pseudobinary system’’ such a
GaAs-AlAs or GaAs-InAs!, the overall symmetry ofboth
interfacesis D2d . If the interfaces are not structurally perfe
or if the two semiconductors have no atom in common~i.e.,
quaternary systems such as InP-GaAs or InAs-GaSb! ~Ref.
7! then the overall symmetry of the two interfaces is lower
back toC2v . The lowering of the symmetry of the superla
tice fromTd to eitherC2v or D2d can give rise to an in-plane
@i.e., ~110! vs (2110)# polarization anisotropy of interban
transitions dipolea between statesi andj, which is measured
by the polarization ratiol i j ,

l i j 5
a110

i j 2a 1̄10
i j

a110
i j 1a 1̄10

i j . ~1!

In the absence of level coupling, the dipole-allowed tran
tions in the superlattice are lh1-e1 @polarized alongz
5(001) and in thexy plane#; hh1-e1 ~polarizedonly in the
xy plane!, and hh2-e2 ~polarizedonly in thexy plane!. Thus,
only transitions between electron and hole states having
same parity~odd or even! with respect to thezaxis are dipole
allowed in superlattices. However, perturbative mixing
levels can transform parity-forbidden transitions to allow
transitions, and produce a nonvanishing polarization ani
10 364 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Light-hole and heavy-hole couplings atki50 for the first three subbands in common a
no-common atom zinc-blende heterostructures grown along the@001# axis. Vlh1,hh1 is responsible for the
in-plane polarization anisotropy~PA! l @Eq. ~1!# of the interband transitions to electron states, while
Vlh1,hh2 coupling is responsible for the appearance of lh1-e2 and hh2-e1 forbidden transitions. Standar
k•p implementations produceVlh,hh50 at ki50 in all of the cases below.

System Vlh1,hh1 Vlh1,hh2 PA

A single ~001! interface, nonzero nonzero lÞ0
e.g.,~AlAs/GaAs!: C2v

Two different ~001! interfaces with no-common atomC2v , nonzero nonzero lÞ0
e.g.,~InAs/GaSb/InAs!: C2v

Two equal~001! interfaces with a common atom, zero nonzero l50
e.g.,~AlAs/GaAs/AlAs!: D2d
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ropy lÞ0. The nature of the level mixing depends on sy
metry. There are three cases:~i! A single zinc-blende inter-
face; the symmetry isC2v . ~ii ! Two different interfaces in
systems that do not share a common atom; the symmet
C2v . ~iii ! Two interfaces in systems that share a comm
atom; the symmetry isD2d . Two equal interfaces in no
common atom systems in~001! superlattices with a noninte
ger period also haveD2d symmetry. We next describe briefl
these cases summarized in Table I. In this paper we con
trate mainly on case~iii !.

~i! A single zinc-blende interface: C2v. A single interface
can be grown intentionally. Alternatively, if two interfaces
a quantum well made of common-atom pair have so
growth defect~e.g., due to segregation!, then the combined
C2v symmetries of the individual interfaces do not add up
a D2d symmetry, but instead theC2v symmetry of a single
interface survives. Even if the two interfaces are defect-fr
one can break the symmetry relation of the two interface
a quantum well by applying an electric field in the grow
direction. In all of these cases the lowerC2v symmetry
breaks the degeneracy at the VBM and leads to a coup
between the components ofG8v at ki50. In a quantum well
or superlattice where the states are described as the pro
of a Bloch state of the zinc-blende parent compound aki
50 times an envelope function, this mixing is translated in
the coupling of the states which have the same symm
representation underC2v ~and thus can mix and anticross!.
These are lhn and hhm for any quantum indexn and m.
Thus, lh1 can mix with hh1 inC2v . As a consequence o
these mixings, parity-forbidden transitions and an in-pla
polarization anisotropy of the optical properties can be
served. This was seen in photoluminescence and reflect
difference spectroscopy experiments on GaAs/AlAs after
application of an electric field along the growth direction~the
quantum confined Pockels effect8,9! or in the case of
AlAs/GaAs/AlxGa12xAs asymmetric quantum wells.10 The
effect of the electric field on common atom GaAs/AlA
quantum wells is twofold:~a! by lowering the symmetry to
C2v it allows the mixing of lh and hh states with the sam
parity ~i.e., lh1 and hh1!, ~b! the field breaks the parity sym
metry of all the hole and electron states and allows the
and hh2 coupling to be observed experimentally throug
strong polarization anisotropy of the emission of the nom
nally forbidden excitons~i.e., hh2-e1 and hh1-e2).8

Among the experimental studies addressing the symm
properties of the single~001! interface is the work of Gour-
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don and Lavallard11 who studied the features of a previous
reported small splitting~a few meV) of heavy excitons in
type-II GaAs/AlAs superlattices. The authors could acco
for the observed splitting by assuming that the superlat
had aC2v symmetry, not the nominalD2d symmetry. The
physical origin of theC2v symmetry was attributed to differ
ent degrees of interfacial roughness which causes an as
metry between the@110# and@2110# directions at the~001!
interfaces, together with the biaxial compression of the Al
layers. Another paper addressing the additional excha
splitting in type-II GaAs/AlAs superlattices is the theoretic
work of Pikus and Pikus,12 who have proposed two mode
to explain the origin of the symmetry reduction toC2v and
hole mixing: a local deformation in the GaAs well, or th
fact that localized exciton in type-II short-period structur
sees only one interface. Edwards and Inkson,13 using an em-
pirical pseudopotential formalism, studied the hole scatter
at a ~001! GaAs/AlAs single interface (C2v), and found a
strong bulk light-hole–heavy-hole mixing atki50.

~ii ! Two interfaces that do not share a common atom: C2v
This case corresponds to no-common atom InAs/GaSb
~GaIn!As/InP systems with two different interfaces discuss
in Refs. 7,14–16. In this case a giant in-plane optical anis
ropy has been found in absorption measurements7 evenwith-
out application of electric fields. The asymmetric potent
along the growth direction is supplied by the inequivalen
of the ~001! interfaces which lowers the overall symmet
from D2d to theC2v point group. The anisotropy is largest
the onset of absorption in type-I superlattices~GaIn!As/InP
implying7 a strong coupling between hh1 and lh1 at the t
of the valence band atki50. Recently the polarization an
isotropy in no-common atom systems has been investig
by atomisticab initio14 and semiempirical15,16 pseudopoten-
tial methods. An atomistic semiempirical pseudopoten
scheme15 has indeed found a polarization anisotropy of t
h1-e1 transition atki50 in type-II semiconducting InAs/
GaSb superlattices. Note that this anisotropy cannot be
dicted by ‘‘standard’’ k•p theories which produce zer
heavy and light hole coupling,Vlh,hh50, atki50. A conse-
quence of hh1 and lh1 coupling in the real InAs/GaSb s
tems is the occurrence of nonzero couplingVe1,hh1Þ0 be-
tween the electron statee1 and the heavy-hole state hh1
ki50 found for superlattices (InAs)n /(GaSb)n with
n'28.15 The eight bandk•p theory, which yieldsVe1,hh1

ki50

50, has predicted instead a simple crossing. On the o
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10 366 PRB 62RITA MAGRI AND ALEX ZUNGER
hand, thek•p theory is capable of describing couplings
kiÞ0 and thus has produced results similar to those of
mistic theories for the hibridization gaps atkiÞ0 in nomi-
nally semimetallic (InAs)n /(GaSb)n superlattices withn
.28.16

~iii ! Two interfaces of a common-atom heterostructu
D2d . The states that have the same symmetry represent
~and hence can mix and anticross! under D2d are hh even
with lh odd ~such as hh2 and lh1! or hh odd with lh even
~such as hh1-lh2!. The lh1-hh1 coupling is forbidden. In th
D2d case there is no in-plane polarization anisotropy@l50
in Eq. ~1! for all interband transitions#, since the two inter-
faces are equal, and the@110# and@2110# crystal directions
are equivalent. However, new nominally forbidden tran
tions hh2→e1 and lh1→e2 can be observed inD2d . This is
because in the presence of the lh1 and hh2 coupling, ‘‘hh
~‘‘lh1’’ ! is no longer pure hh2~lh1! character but has som
weight on the lh1~hh2! hole state. Some experimental ev
dence of lh1-hh2 coupling in common atom superlattic
was reported in the literature. Milleret al.17 observed strong
parity-forbidden excitons hh2-e1 and lh1-e2 in photolumi-
nescence excitation spectra, whose intensity could no
fully explained by a theory neglecting the hh2 and lh1 m
ing at ki50. Two forbidden ground state hh2-e1 and
hh3-e1 excitons were observed in photoreflectance and p
toluminescence excitation experiments by Theiset al.18 The
theoretical treatment used in that paper to assign the ex
mental features in the spectrum did not take valence subb
mixing effects into account and was thus unable to desc
the two forbidden features. Chang and Schulman19 studied
the electronic states of (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n superlattices using
a tight-binding approach and showed that the second and
third superlattice valence bands exchange their charact
periods 20,n,50. For small well widths lh1 was mor
bound than hh2, since it corresponds to the lowest-ene
eigenvalue, while for longer well widths, hh2 became mo
bound, since it has a much higher effective mass. Thus
some well widthLc or superlattice periodnc , the lh1 and
hh2 states should anticross. These pioneering atomistic
culations predicted the appearance of the forbidden hh
e1 transition, because of the lh1 and hh2 coupling.

B. Atomistic vs continuum k"p descriptions of lh-hh coupling
in heterostructures

Table I summarizes the cases where coupling betw
light-hole and heavy-hole states is symmetry allowed. I
important to realize that the ‘‘standard model’’ of heter
structure electronic structure, the conventional20 k•p ap-
proach, produces zero coupling atki50 for all cases noted
in the table. In thek•p method the nanostructure wave fun
tions are expanded in a set$fn,G% of G-like Bloch states of a
zinc-blende crystal. If one were to use a complete set$fn,G%,
the results would be exact. In practice, one makes
envelope-function approximation and retains onlyn5G8v
1G7v ~six states, including spin! plus n5G6c ~two states,
including spin!. This minimal basis set, including only th
VBM and conduction-band minimum~CBM! is unable to
resolve any atomistic detail in the wave function of the na
structure. Thus, the standardk•p method does not ‘‘see’’ the
correct point-group symmetriesC2v andD2d of Table I, con-
o-
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fusing them instead with the zinc-blende symmetryTd of the
basis functions. As a result, all mixing potentialsVlh,hh

ki 50
and the polarization anisotropyl50 in all cases. In con-
strast, any atomistic approach@tight-binding,19,21 linear com-
bination of atomic orbitals~LCAO!, pseudopotentials# which
constructs the total potential of the nanostructure as a su
position of the potentials of all atomic species at their cor
sponding locations, must, by definition, recognize the corr
point-group symmetry, and produce nonzero coupling~un-
less the matrix elements are approximated22!.

While atomistic approaches14–16,19,21 to the electronic
structure of nanostructuresforce upon usthe correct symme-
try of the system, thus producing state mixing in the low
symmetry space group, the ‘‘standard’’ model of thek•p
approachcan only accommodatestate mixing if it is added
ex post facto‘‘by hand.’’

The state mixing can be ultimately related to the existe
(D2d) and to the symmetry (C2v) of the ~001! interfaces.
The main problem of thek•p approaches derives usually b
a simplified description of the superlattice potential. In t
most common implementations the interfaces between
ferent materials are treated as step functions~the step being
determined by the valence-band offset!, and any other mix-
ing between the bulk states which are not already inserte
the standardn-band k•p scheme have to be introduce
through appropriate boundary conditions. These further c
plings which are aimed to mimic the behavior of the re
interfaces are termedinterface band mixingsand have re-
cently attracted much attention.6,23–26 Different approaches
have been used to address this problem. Most of them im
a generalization of the boundary conditions at the interfac
This can be done either by using an ‘‘exact’’k•p ~Refs. 23
and 24! ~which unfortunately is not still practical to imple
ment!, or by using a ‘‘model Hamiltonian’’ approach to th
problem~Krebs and Voisin,7 Ivchenkoet al.6! in which one
adds terms tok•p that produce ‘‘by construction’’ the
interface-mandated band couplings, but unlike atomistic
proaches, thevaluesof the coupling parameters are not give
by the model Hamiltonian so they must be fitted externa
Smith and Mailhiot25 and Burt23 observed that a limiting
assumption of the envelope-function approximation is to
the same Bloch functions for the different zinc-blende co
stituents. Burt23 suggested reformulating the envelop
function approximation in order to take into account t
variation of the Bloch functions at the interface: the con
tion of continuity of the envelope at the interface should
substituted by a condition of continuity of the entire wa
function. Foreman24 exploited the local symmetry of the pe
riodic Bloch functions in zinc-blende materials and show
that the valenceX andY symmetry states are always couple
at an interface even forki50. The mixing between lh1 and
hh2 in GaAs/AlAs is obtained in the generalized bounda
conditions~GBC! method of Ivchenko6 by including appro-
priate off-diagonal terms into the boundary conditions for t
envelopes. The coupling matrix element depends on a
mensionless heavy-hole–light-hole mixing coefficientt lh
whose value is obtained fitting atomistic calculations or e
perimental data. Estimated values of this parameter ra
between 0.3 and 0.9. In the Krebs and Voisin7 model a new
term is added to the envelope-function Hamiltonian. It is ad
potential localized at the interfaces which carries the app
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priate C2v symmetry of the single~001! interface. This ap-
proach is substantially similar to Ivchenko’s. The only d
ference is that the lh-hh coupling parameter is expresse
terms of the valence-band offset.27

C. The purpose of the present paper and its main results

The purpose of this paper is to provide a microsco
atomistic theory for lh1-hh2 coupling inD2d-type GaAs/
~AlGa!As heterostructures. Using the empirical pseudo
tential method we determine the periodnc where
the (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n superlattices and the (GaAs)n /
(Al12xGaxAs)` quantum wells exhibit lh1-hh2 anticrossin
at different valuesx of the barrier. By varying the compos
tion of the barrier material we alter the magnitude of t
well-to-barrier valence-band offsetDEv(x). Calculation of
the coupling matrix element vs barrier composition then
tablishesVlh1,hh2

ki50 for different barrier heightsDEv(x). We
find that: ~i! the lh1 and hh2 states anticross at rather la
quantum well widths or superlattice periods 60,nc,70
monolayers.~ii ! The coupling matrix elementVlh1,hh2

ki50 is
small, being between 0.02 meV and 0.07 meV.~iii ! The
coupling matrix element obtained from our atomistic theo
is at least an order of magnitude smaller than that infer
from the phenomenological model Hamiltonian approach
Ivchenko ~using a coupling parametert lh50.5).6 ~iv! The
coupling matrix element is small at low Al compositio
~shallow barrier!, increases with barrier composition, reac
ing a maximum at a barrier heightDEv'100 meV~Al com-
position xAl50.2), and then decays to zero as the bar
increases. The reason for this behavior is that asDEv is large
~pure AlAs/GaAs interface! the wave functions are localize
inside the well, so their amplitude at the interfaces a
proaches zero. Thus, the interface potential which is at
origin of the lh1-hh2 coupling has a null effect. The oppos
limit, DEv→0 ~interface between GaAs and Ga-rich A
GaAs! corresponds toxAl→0. In this case the material a
both sides of the interface is thesame, so theTd symmetry is
restored, andVlh1,hh2→0. ~v! The dependence ofVlh1,hh2 on
the barrier heightDEv(x) is more complicated than that sug
gested by the recent model of Cortezet al.,27 whereVlh1,hh2
is written in terms of the product of the band offset times
amplitudes of the lh1 and hh2 envelopes at the interfa
Thus, atomistic information is needed to establish the ac
scaling.~vi! The anticrossing transition between lh1 and h
takes place over a very few superlattice periods~four, five! in
contrast with the results of the tight-binding calculation
Chang and Schulman,19 that predict a broader transitio
range.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

We have calculated the electron and hole energies
solving the pseudopotential single-particle Schro¨dinger
equation:

F2
,2

2
1(

na
va~r 2Rna!Gc i~r !5e ic i~r !, ~2!

whereRna denotes the position of thenth ion of typea. For
the screened atomic pseudopotentialsva we use those devel
in

c

-

-

e

d
f

r

-
e

e
s.
al

f

y

oped by Mader and Zunger28 for a5Ga, Al, and As, given in
Table V of Ref. 28. The same screened pseudopoten
have been used also in Ref. 29. The As potential depend
the number of Ga and Al nearest neighbors,

vAs~Ga42nAlnAs!5
42n

4
vAs~GaAs!1

n

4
vAs~AlAs!.

~3!

Equation ~3! takes into account approximately the char
transfer on the As atoms which depends on the number o
and Al nearest neighbors. It distinguishes interfacial As~hav-
ing two Al and two Ga neighbors! from bulk As ~having
either four Al or four Ga neighbors!. We use the samen
52 pseudopotential for As at the two interfaces, preserv
in this way the full D2d symmetry of the common atom
system. To test our pseudopotential we have compa
our results for the extreme case of short-peri
(GaAs)1 /(AlAs) 1 and (GaAs)2 /(AlAs) 2 ~001! superlattices
with the existingab initio quasiparticle calculations and ex
perimental results.30–32 In the case of the (GaAs)1 /(AlAs) 1
superlattice we obtain 2.02, 2.08, 2.11, and 1.95 eV for
minimum band gaps at the foldedG, Xz , Xxy , and L high-
symmetry zinc-blendek points, respectively, to be compare
with the experimental values30,31 of 2.20, 2.09, 2.07 eV and
the last value with 1.85 eV available only from a quasipa
cle calculation32!. In the case of the (GaAs)2 /(AlAs) 2 super-
lattice we obtain for theG, Xz , Xxy , and L band gaps, re
spectively, 2.17, 2.06, 2.08, and 2.34 eV to be compa
with 2.19, 2.08, 2.07 eV~experimental values!, while the last
value can only be compared with the quasiparticle calcu
tion, 2.34 eV.

The only difference between the present method of ca
lation and the calculations of Refs. 28 and 29 is the treatm
of the spin-orbit coupling. Here the spin-orbit nonlocal p
tential is calculated using the ‘‘small box implementation
described in Ref. 33 while in Refs. 28 and 29 a computati
ally slower separable nonlocal pseudopotential approach
used. Here we expand thec i(r ) in a set of plane waves with
the same energy cutoff used to constructva(q). We solve
Eq. ~2! near the band gap using the folded spectr
method.34 The results for the energies at the critical poin
and the effective masses of the binary GaAs and AlAs co
pounds are given in Table II.

We have neglected the atomic relaxations due to the sm
lattice mismatch between GaAs and AlAs, about 0.1
Thus, all the calculations are performed using the same
tice constanta510.6826 a.u. and atomic positions at th
ideal zinc-blende sites. With the pseudopotential parame
given in Table V of Ref. 28, we obtain a valence-band off
DEv50.49 eV between pure GaAs and AlAs.

Our atomistic approach does not suffer of the limitatio
of the standard envelope-function approximation in that~a!
all band couplings are automatically included in the theor
ical description and the bands in the binaries are corre
predicted over the entire Brillouin zone;~b! the heterostruc-
ture band dispersion is computed with the same accurac
for the zinc-blende compounds, since noad hocassumptions
are made on the shape of the potential;~c! the correct point-
group symmetry is recognized automatically by the Ham
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10 368 PRB 62RITA MAGRI AND ALEX ZUNGER
tonian;~d! one needs to fit only the bulk band structure wit
out additional~e.g., interfacial! parameters6.

Finally, using the eigenstates obtained solving Eq.~2! we
have calculated the interband dipole transitions-matrix e
ments squaredI i , j ( ê)5 z^c i u ê• p̂uc j& z2, whereê is the photon
polarization vector,c i are the hh1, lh1, and hh2 hole state
while c j are thee1 and e2 electron states atki50. The
study of the polarization-dependent oscillator strengths of
interband transitions provide further information about t
nature of the hole and electron states and state mixing.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the energies of the first three lowest h
states in (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n superlattices versus the superla
tice periodn at ki50. We see that the first three hole stat
have the order hh1, lh1, and hh2, respectively, and appro
the GaAs VBM as the periodn increases. On the scale of th
figure it is impossible to verify any anticrossing between l
and hh2. Thus, Fig. 2 shows a closeup of the region in
box of Fig. 1. The anticrossing gapEAC occurs around the
periodn561 monolayers and has a value 40meV. The lh1-
hh2 coupling potential for (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n superlattices is
Vlh1,hh2'

1
2 EAC520 meV. To verify anticrossing behavio

we analyze in Fig. 3 the evolution of the wave functions
the two bands with the superlattice periodn. At period n
559 the second confined hole state is the nodeless lh1
while the third confined hole state is the two-peak-sha
hh2 state. Asn increases fromn559, a two-peak structure
starts to become evident in the lh1 wave function. At high
periodsn562 andn563 the exchange between lh1 and h
has already taken place.

Next, we consider (GaAs)n /(Ga12xAl xAs)` quantum
wells. As we are interested in the dependence ofVlh1,hh2 on
the barrier height, we vary the band offset value by vary
the compositionx of the (Ga12xAl xAs) barrier material. We
fix the periodm of the barrier to a large valuem574 corre-

TABLE II. Critical point energies of bulk GaAs and AlAs a
obtained in the present relativistic empirical pseudopoten
method~EPM! and effective masses~in units of the electron mas
m0). The zero of energy is atG8v , the top of the valence band.

GaAs AlAs

G6v 212.22 211.80
D0 0.36 0.30
G6c 1.52 3.06
G7c 3.81 4.36
X7v 22.37 22.25
D2(X) 0.17 0.14
X6c 1.93 2.28
X7c 2.33 2.85
L4,5v 20.99 20.91
D1 0.21 0.17
L6c 1.80 2.82
mn 0.083 0.154
mhh 0.400 0.459
mlh 0.108 0.200
mso 0.208 0.309
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sponding to an impenetrable barrier. We have verified t
the results for the first three lowest hole energies obtai
with this barrier width are fully reproduced, for all compos
tions x, when we use a wider barrier withm5120 monolay-
ers. The Ga12xAl xAs alloy is treated through a virtual crysta
approximation. The dependence of the barrier heightDEv(x)
between the GaAs well and the Ga12xAl xAs barrier on the
Al contentx is given in Fig. 4. We see that the barrier heig
changes between zero and 490 meV with a positive bow
b596.8 meV. For each value of the barrier heightDEv(x)
~thus alloy compositionx) of (GaAs)n /(Al xGa12xAs)` we
have calculated the energies of the lh1 and hh2 states
determined the periodnc at which they anticross. Figure
showsnc versus the barrier height. The resulting trend can
fit by an exponential function~Fig. 5!. We see that the anti

FIG. 1. Energy levels of the three lowest hole states vs
superlattice periodn. The position of the GaAs VBM is indicated in
figure.

FIG. 2. lh1 and hh2 energy levels in the region of their an
crossing~indicated by an arrow!.
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crossing periodnc increases from a lower valuenc561 at
DEv(x51)5489 meV to nc566 at DEv(x50.1)
540 meV.

Figure 6 shows the anticrossing gapEAC ~approximately
twice the Vlh1,hh2 coupling parameter! versus the barrier
height, DEv(x). We obtain the largest value ofEAC at

FIG. 3. Evolution of the wave functions of the second confin
hole state~left column! and the third confined hole states~right
column! of (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n superlattices with the superlattice p
riod n. Wave functions are averaged over the in-plane coordina
DEv(x50.2)582 meV. The corresponding coupling pote
tial is Vlh1,hh2'0.065 meV. Note thatVlh1,hh2 is smaller at
higher DEv ~higher Al content in the barrier! and is
'0.03 meV at DEv5490 meV (x51). Note also that
these values forVlh1,hh2 are larger than the value obtaine
in the case of (GaAs)n(AlAs) n superlattices, 0.020 meV
~Fig. 2!.

To understand the trend of the couplingVlh1,hh2 versus
barrier height, we refer to an expression derived by Cor
et al.27 in the framework of the envelope-function descri
tion of the superlattice states:

Vlh1,hh25
DEv

2A3
f lh1~zint! f hh2~zint!

a

2
. ~4!

In this model the coupling potential is taken to be prop
tional to the product of the envelope-function amplitudesf lh1
and f hh2 at the interfaceszint times the potential barrie
value. To test this model we plot in Fig.
(2Vlh1,hh2)/(u f lh1(zint)u•u f hh2(zint)u) versus DEv(x). We
use envelope functionsf which are directly extracted from
our calculated microscopic wave functions, normalized o
the unit-cell volume, through a macroscopic average pro
dure. In this procedure the wave functions are first avera
in the xy planes orthogonal to the growth directionz to ob-
tain c̄(z). Then, to eliminate the oscillations along thez
direction~which are periodic with a period equal to a mon
layer distance!, c̄(z) are averaged within every monolaye
The resulting envelopesf are then normalized over the su
perlattice unit cell. We evaluate the envelopesf (z) corre-
sponding to superlattices with periodsn,nc , i.e., far from
the anticrossing period where the lh1 and hh2 envelo
could be deformed by the coupling and extrapolate atnc .
According to the model of Cortezet al. the slope of Fig. 7
should be constant,a/2A3. Figure 7 shows that our micro
scopic calculation does not produce the simple linear sca
implied by Eq.~4!. The function plotted increases rapidly
low valence-band offsets whereas at large offset it satur
to a constant value.

s.
e
e

c-
FIG. 4. Valence-band offset between th
GaAs valence-band maximum and th
(Al xGa12x)As valence-band maximum as a fun
tion of the compositionx of the barrier.
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We can analyze our results forVlh1,hh2 versusDEv as
follows. For large barrier height the envelope functions
strongly localizedinside the well, so their amplitudef (zint)
at the interfaces approaches zero, andVlh1,hh2→0. For small
barrier heightDEv→0 there is no interface anymore, th
cubic symmetry is restored, andVlh1,hh2→0. Thus, there
should be a value ofDEv at which the coupling matrix ele
ment Vlh1,hh25 z^c lh1uDVuchh2& z between lh1 and hh2 is
largest. From Fig. 6 we see that the value ofDEv at which
the coupling potential is largest isDEv'82 meV ~corre-
sponding tox'0.2). At higher DEv values the coupling
Vlh1,hh2 diminishes following the trend of the product of th
amplitudesf lh1(zint)• f hh2(zint) versusDEv given in the in-
set of Fig. 7. At smallerDEv the smaller potential chang
DV across the interface leads to a smaller coupling.

FIG. 5. GaAs quantum well widthnc at which the anticrossing
between lh1 and hh2 occurs in (GaAs)n /(Al xGa12xAs) quantum
wells as a function of the band offsetDEv(x) and the composition
x of the barrier.

FIG. 6. Anticrossing gap ('2Vlh1,hh2) vs the band offset be
tween the GaAs well and the (AlxGa12x)As barrier in
(GaAs)n /(Al xGa12xAs) multiple quantum wells.
e

We see also that forDEv,200 meV the Cortezet al.17

formula is approximately followed. ForDEv.200 meV
we find that Vlh1,hh2 follows the trend of the produc
f lh1(zint)• f hh2(zint) times a costant, independent from th
offset value.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CALCULATIONS AND
EXPERIMENT

We next compare our results forVlh1,hh2 with the results
of previous calculations. The first~and only! atomistic cal-
culation addressing the anticrossing of lh1 and hh2 atki50
in GaAs/AlAs is the work of Schulman and Chang19,35using
an empirical tight-binding approach. To compare our cal
lated values with those reported by Schulman and Chan35

we need to take into account the different parameters t
used to describe the bulk compounds:DEv(x51)
5236 meV ~our value is 489 meV! and for the effective
masses of the light-hole and heavy-hole statesmhh

GaAs

50.45, mlh
GaAs50.07, mhh

AlAs50.75, andmlh
AlAs50.15, to be

compared with our values given in Table II. Their offs
value for the GaAs/AlAs heterojunction corresponds to t
between GaAs and a AlxGa12xAs barrier withx'0.5 in our
calculation~see Fig. 4!. For an infinite barrier with this com-
position we find anticrossing between lh1 and hh2 at a w
width nc'63 monolayers and a gap value 0.11 meV, wh
Schulman and Chang found anticrossing at much sma
nc535 monolayers. No values for the anticrossing gap w
reported in their paper.

For a barrier withm520 monolayers of Al0.3Ga0.7As
~which has an offset equal to a barrier of compositionx
'0.15 in our calculation! they found anticrossing at a we
width nc570 monolayers. An anticrossing gap of fractio
of meV can be estimated looking at Fig. 6 of Ref. 35. Th
the order of magnitude ofVlh1,hh2 extracted from the tight-
binding calculation of Schulman and Chang is in substan

FIG. 7. Trend of the ratio between the couplingVlh1,hh2 and the
product of the lh1 and hh2 envelopes at the interface vs the b
offset value in (GaAs)n /(Al xGa12xAs) multiple quantum wells.
The best fit of the calculated points is obtained with an exponen
function to be compared with the results of the simple model of
~4!. The inset shows the product of the envelope functio
f lh1(zint)• f hh2(zint) vs the band offset for different well widthsn.
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agreement with the values we have obtained with
pseudopotential approach. The differentnc are related to the
different bulk parameters.

Ivchenkoet al.6 considered a AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum
well with a variable numbern of GaAs monolayers. They
introduced the lh1 and hh2 anticrossing in anad hocfashion
in the envelope-function formalism through the ‘‘generaliz
boundary conditions,’’ which are equivalent to adding to t
Hamiltonian ad-function term, localized at the interface
The coupling potential was expressed in terms of an adim
sional parametert lh multiplied by the product of the lh1 an
hh2 envelope-function amplitudes at the interface. They u
mhh50.45,mlh50.09,DEv50.53 eV~similar to our values
mhh50.40, mlh50.11, DEv50.49 eV). Selectingt lh50.5
they obtained a gap of 1–2 meV at the crossing pointnc
550. This gap is at leastone order of magnitude largerthan
the values directly estimated in our atomistic calculatio
Also, the trend of theElh1 andEhh2 energies versusn, given
in Fig. 3~a! of Ref. 6, is such that the minimum differenc
between them~the anticrossing gapEAC), is not achieved at
n5nc @the value ofn at which lh1 and hh2 exchange the
character, see also Fig. 3~c! of Ref. 6# as it is in the atomistic
calculations. Obviously, the interaction potential parame
t lh50.5 is too strong. Our atomistic calculations show th
Vlh1,hh2 is smaller, of the order of tens or hundreds of me
and its effect on the hole energies is seen essentially on
n'nc . At smaller or largern, Elh15Elh1

0 and Ehh25Ehh2
0 ,

where Elh1
0 and Ehh2

0 indicate the uncoupled lh1 and hh
energies. The differences between the model Hamilton
approach6 and our atomistic approach highlight the fact th
the former approach depends on parameters it cannot c
late.

On the experimental side, the effect of the lh1 and h
coupling inD2d systems is seen in the appearance of dipo
forbiddene1-hh2 ande2-lh1 exciton features.17,18 From the
excitation spectra of (GaAs)36/(Al0.27Ga0.73As)74 multiple
quantum wells, the energy difference between the dipo
allowed e1l 5 (lh1-e1) and the dipole-forbiddene12h
5(hh2-e1) excitons and between the dipole-forbiddene21l
5(lh1-e2) and the dipole-allowede2h5(hh2-e2) excitons
can be estimated in both cases to be about 10 meV. In
single-particle calculation when the splitting betweenElh1
andEhh2 is 10 meV, the light-hole and heavy-hole states
only weakly coupled. However, a calculation of a full exc
tonic spectrum, which is beyond our single-particle a
proach, would be necessary to assess the intensities of
transitions and afford a direct comparison with this expe
ment.

V. DIPOLE TRANSITION STRENGTHS

Figure 8 shows the dipole matrix elements for transitio
from the second valence subband~denoted asV2) and
the third valence subband~denoted asV3) to the two
lowest conduction subbands,e1 and e2, for a
(GaAs)n /(Al0.2Ga0.8As)m574 quantum well, as a function o
the numbern of GaAs layers in the well. We see that th
dipole transition probabilities show a mirrorlike behavi
across the valuenc564.7 which corresponds to the calc
lated periodnc of the anticrossing between lh1 and hh2. F
n,nc the calculated transition probabilies indicate that
r
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subbandV25 lh1 andV35hh2, while forn.nc the roles of
V2 andV3 are exchanged. This calculation provides anot
way to study the mixing transition betweenlh1 andhh2 and
determine the anticrossing pointnc . We see from this resul
that the transition takes place over just three monolay
The calculations of Chang and Schulman19 showed a much
more gradual transition with the well widthn.

From Fig. 8 we also see that there is a dependence o
transition probability on the polarization direction alongz or
in the x-y plane. The transitions to thee2 electron state are
completely in-plane polarized while those to thee1 state are
mainlypolarized alongz. No in-plane polarization anisotrop
between the@110# and@2110# directions is observed for an
transitions. This can be understood by observing that
overall symmetry of these systems is theD2d point group
which leads to an off-diagonal dielectric tensor elementexy
50 ~Ref. 14! and, consequently, to a zero in-plane polariz
tion anisotropy~see the caption to Table I!. Thus, we find a
zero in-plane polarization anisotropy related to the mixing
lh1 and hh2 hole states. This result is in agreement with
experimental data which have not observed in-plane ani
ropy in the optical absorption of common atom superlattic

VI. SUMMARY

We conducted an atomistic calculation of the coupli
potential Vlh1,hh2 between the lh1 and hh2 hole states
common atom~001! GaAs/AlAs superlattices and quantu
wells of symmetryD2d . TheD2d symmetry of these system
is caused by the compensation of the effects of the sin
~001! interfaces~whose symmetry isC2v), which takes place
when the two interfaces are equal. We address here, in
ticular, the issue of the strength of the lh1 and hh2 coupli
Vlh1,hh2, atki50. This coupling has been previously invoke
to explain quantitatively the experimentally observed forb
den transitions in excitation spectra,18 but its value cannot be
provided by the ‘‘standard’’k•p approach, which neglect
this coupling. Atomistic calculations, which naturally in
clude the proper symmetries can directly provide the nec

FIG. 8. Squared optical matrix elements of the interband tra
tions from the lh1-hh2 coupled hole states denoted asV1 andV2 to
the first two electron statese1 ande2 for (GaAs)n /(Al 0.2Ga0.8As)
multiple quantum wells. The squared optical matrix elements
plotted as a function of the numbern of GaAs layers.
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sary values for the coupling strength. We have calculated
strength ofVlh1,hh2

ki50 through the evaluation of the anticrossin
gap which opens between the lh1 and hh2 energies w
they get closer to each other. This evaluation has been
formed for (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n superlattices and fo
(GaAs)n /(Al xGa12xAs)m5` quantum wells, where the A
content of the barrierx has been varied from 0.1 to 1.0. At
critical periodn5nc , anticrossing between the lh1 and hh
states is calculated. Our calculations show that the stre
of Vlh1,hh2 is very small, of the order of magnitude 0.0
meV, in all the systems we have studied. The smallnes
this interaction causes the lh1 and hh2 states to mix and f
an anticrossing gap only for periods that are within a f
monolayers of the critical sizenc at which anticrossing oc
curs. This happens at a periodnc'61 in (GaAs)n /(AlAs) n
superlattices with a gap about 0.040 meV wide. Also
(GaAs)n /(Al xGa12xAs)m5` multiple quantum wells the an
ticrossing well widthnc varies between 61 and 67 as a fun
tion of the Al barrier compositionx. The anticrossing gap
EAC ~andVlh1,hh2) depends on the compositionx of the bar-
rier and, since the valence-band offsetDEv between the well
e
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e

en
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th
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and the barrier depends on the barrier composition, the a
crossing gap depends onDEv . We have found that for GaAs
quantum wells embedded in AlxGa12xAs barriers, the cou-
pling between the lh1 and hh2 states,Vlh1,hh2, is maximum
when the composition of the barrier isx'0.2, which corre-
sponds to a offset in a range from 80 to 100 meV. Our res
allow us to test some recently proposed models6,27 for hole
coupling. We have found that forDEv,200 meV,
Vlh1,hh2 /( f lh1• f hh2) ( f is the envelope function amplitude a
the interface! increases with the offset value while in th
rangeDEv.200 meV the strength ofVlh1,hh2 /( f lh1• f hh2)
remains constant withDEv .
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